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by BB

SHOULD YOU HUG THEM?

STUDY: REED PREPARED FOR 
AMERICA’S COLLAPSE

A prominent think-tank named PREPARE (People Readying Earth for the Pending Asian 
Revolution on Earth) recently ranked Reed College as, “the United States’ most prepared 
institution for the inevitable collapse of  American empire.”Alex McCraken, the leader of  
PREPARE, presented the group’s methodology at an academic conference and defended 
their selection of  the small liberal arts school. “Take, for instance, the event of  a Sino-
Russian power nexus that topples American unipolarity,” he said, “Reed’s top-tier language 
programs and Reedies’ overall willingness to learn new things would likely appease our new 
foreign leaders. Think if  the whole campus could say ‘Hello and welcome, Supreme Rulers 
Jintao and Medvedev!’ in both Chinese and Russian. There’s no feasible way that the school 
would be mercilessly executed in the name of  a new world order!” The study also lists other 
characteristics of  Reed’s campus and student body that leave it well suited for day-to-day 
living after American civilization crumbles, including the following:

• Widespread critical views of  American cultural values and a corresponding openness 
to alternative political and economic systems.

• Experience with the wildlife in Reed’s Canyon, a space that could possibly serve as a 
source of  agriculture and game for the campus if  famine struck.

• General comfort with fuzzy rules and occasional moments of  anarchy.

• Willingness to participate in irrationally violent mobs, evidenced by students’ ritualized 
fight for the Doyle Owl.

• Massive stockpiles of  drugs in several dormitories, several of  which could thus be 
converted into mini-hospitals when city and state-wide health infrastructure crumbles.

WRITE FOR THE PAMPHLETTE!
Apply/Reapply to write for The Pamphlette!  Do 
you have lots of  funny ideas that you are burning 
to see in print?  Did you already try to write for 
us and and not get in but want to try again?  It is 
possible that you have gotten funnier and/or we 
have gotten more desperate so feel free to apply 
again.  Interested new and returning applicants 
should submit a 250-500 word funny thing to 
Pamphlette@lists.reed.edu by February 12th.  

Please no submissions about The Pamphlette or members of  The Pamphlette staff  because those 
submissions make us giggly and uncomfortable and are difficult to evaluate on their merits 
alone.  Also no Lorena Bobbit jokes, that shit is played out.

THE BIG LIE
Reedies, Oregonians, Americans. My name is David Alexander Beame, and I am here today 
to tell you a sad, sad fact. This fact will make you angry; it will make you indignant; and it will 
make you question the name of  every living species in the kingdom Plantae.

The fact of  which I speak is that you and countless others have been systematically fed (so to 
speak) a big lie since your birth.

I, of  course, am talking about peanuts. You’d have to be a nut not to be outraged.

All wordplay aside, though, we’re in trouble here. Trouble, I say! Trouble with a capital T and 
that rhymes with P which stands for, “Peanuts are fucking legumes!”

That’s right. They are legumes, not nuts. Mull that over. by BB

by HJ

Now that we’re returning from a long, leisurely break with normal people who interact with others regularly, we may be more willing than usual to show affection to our friends upon 
our return to school.  However, before you make the leap into physicality, The Pamphlette has provided you with a chart to determine whether or not you really do know this person 
well enough to give them a hug, allowing you to avoid closeness where it is unnecessary, and retain that mysterious, untouchable facade.


